











































































































The unit circle and extending the
meaning of

the ratios

Consider the circle withcentercgo
and radius 1 Let LX y beapoint

of in the 1st
GS quadrant

This is
w x called
1 the unit

Circle

Form the right triangle as shown Zooming
in to that quadrant

y
n lb a

9 Sino orsino
x y So y Sino

by cost b coso1 itSince it 1A So X cost
hasradius TO ti p1 if tano so tano

b 1 So x y Cose Sino fora0 90














































































































We define cost and sine to be
the X y coordinates of thepoint

cost Sino y where the terminal
Side of the angle

a with measure aangle
intersects with the

4th 2x unit circle

terminal
Side of
theangle

Exampies

cos 1200 is the x coordinate
of the point

y
cos1209sin1209 n But what is its

value
we will relate

iq it to a right
triangle














































































































y
cos 1209sin120 n

tha U a

a'I o fzl30t i
I

Comparing with

60 since
our standard

800 306090triangle we

a See ayers and2
and 1800 1200 600

by Iz
Putting this information in our

picture tells us

cos 120 sin 1200 j FL

So cos 1200 ji

The triangle in redi's called a

reference triangle and the angle
marked in red is called the reference
angle














































































































If the reference angle is not a
special angle we may use a calculator
to estimate its value
Also angles may be greater than 360
or less than

oo
If the terminal side is the same

for 2 angles the trigonometric ratios
have the same value For example

go lo D S in C 2700 sin 900 1

It is very convenient in Calculus to
use a measure of angle called radians
that is not degrees It is defined
as the arc length of the arc
corresponding to the angle So noting

for instanceCircumference of the unit 0 is 2E

y Thradians y

gag
radians

i














































































































Iz radians
2 radians

in a

In general it radians

and X radians 1800

Examplesy 6300 63g E t

and

755 7377,1800 7.600

4200

Example tan C

i'i i
in










































itfhasthesaygegte.eeeninae
side

EET FIFEb
c a b

Note LYTE Iso f rt FE
11.450 tf Fez

so f
C E E

So cos C 1 F
and sin FILE Fez

and tan t EEE 1

For example

iiiigt.si i


